Harnessing public domain data to discover and validate therapeutic targets.
Discovering, developing and validating new disease treatments is a challenging and time-consuming endeavor. Successful drug discovery hinges on selecting the best drug targets with relevance to human disease and evidence that modulating them will be beneficial for patients. Open data initiatives are increasingly placing such knowledge into the public domain. Areas covered: In this review, the authors discuss emerging resources such as Open Targets which integrate key information to prioritize target-disease connections. Researchers can use it, along with other resources, to select potential new therapeutic targets to initiate drug discovery projects. They also discuss public resources such as DrugBank and ChEMBL that offer potential tools to interrogate these targets. Expert opinion: In our opinion, publically available resources are democratizing and connecting information, enabling disease experts to access and prioritize targets of interest in ways that were not possible a few years ago. Moreover, there are several modalities in addition to small molecule perturbation to modulate a target's activity. Drug discovery scientists can now utilize these new resources to simultaneously evaluate a much larger number of targets than previously possible.